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A G Dolla's street wise mentality and confidence, gives him a cutting edge sound that cannot be

replicated. Check it out now. 25 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Hip Hop, HIP HOP/RAP: Rap Details: A.G

Dolla is an East African Asian Bi-lingual rapper, who started to rap four years ago. A.G was born in Kenya

and bred in the streets of North London. His street wise mentality and confidence, gives him a cutting

edge sound that cannot be replicated. A.G Dolla, unlike many artists puts in nothing but hard work. Due to

his versatility as an artist, he has become a role model for the urban asian community, with a vast

following from fans and respect from within the entertainment community. A.G Dolla receives phenomenal

support on a hourly basis from pirate stations across the u.k and abroad, Radio 1 and 1Xtra and BBC

Asian Network have played A.Gs tracks on Bobby Friction and Nihals show on radio 1, Pujabi Hitsquad

show on 1Xtra and Adil Rays show on BBC Asian Network, and was charted in the top ten in Touch

magazine Desi charts. As a member of PRS A.G Dolla has accumulated a great deal of funds from

airplay, which has been injected back into community projects here in the U.K and in Kenya, his home

country, where he has raised over 50,000 for orphanages. A.G Dollas debut video Daydreamer received

over 1000 votes in its first two weeks of airplay, the video also featured on Zee T.V(Global), B4U music

(Global), Ben T.V, MTV Base Asia. So far A.G Dollas debut track has also been downloaded over a three

thousand times over the internet and has circulated as far as India and Hong Kong with great success.

When searching A.G Dolla on google, it is apparent that there are a vast number of sites which host A.Gs

music including I tunes, msn music and a host of other websites situated as far as Hong Kong.
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